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Background and …

https://www.stevenabbott.co.uk/practicalchromatography/the-book.php

• I’ve written a free eBook on IGC
• It links directly to apps that bring the science alive
• Open source, free to use, free of adverts, safe on corporate networks

… audience participation
• I want you to get to know some of the apps live
• Let’s make positive use of virtual meetings!
• So while I’m talking click on the link in the Chat window to go to the IGC Morphology
page, https://www.stevenabbott.co.uk/practical-chromatography/morphology.php

This is official, ideal IGC …
• Our alkane probe molecule interacts with the particle
• We get a measure of the pure surface energy

• Our polar probe molecule interacts with the particle
• We get a measure of polar interactions

• Our acid/base probe molecule interacts with the particle
• We get a measure of acid/base interactions

• But we often aren’t interested in this idealised situation
• We want to know about formulation reality

This is formulation reality
• Our particles aren’t perfect spheres
• They have functional groups activated
in solvent
• There are various other species interacting
• There are polymers doing their thing

• In general, IGC does not map to this reality

The HSP of polymers on particles does map and can
be measured by IGC – not a topic for this talk

And many particles are functionalized/stabilized
• In the IGC measurement they might be like this

• But in solution they might be like this
• or if we got it wrong

• They might be like this

So to use IGC for formulation we must …
• … ask the right questions and do the right measurements to get the answers
• Q1 Are our particles smooth, slightly rough or very rough?
• If measured γD is high this is often because of pockets/holes, not “true” γD
• The molecules are seeing 2, 3 or 4 surfaces around them, not the idealised 1

A small fraction of large Ei has a
disproportionate effect on t

It is a scandal that this obvious explanation for many high surface energies of boring particles has not been widely adopted

Q1 continued
• Measure the branched and cyclic equivalents to a dull alkane
• E.g iso-octane and cyclooctane
• Knowing what their retention should be on an ideal surface, get an idea of roughness from
the deviation
• So go to Surface Morphology
• Select iso-octane
• Read that it should be 7.9, just less than 8
• Enter that as χT

• Then change the measured Vg
• If it’s less than expected there’s less contact
• So the surface is probably rough
• If it’s greater and it’s cycloctane then see next

• The output is IM, the morphological index

https://www.stevenabbott.co.uk/practicalchromatography/morphology.php

Q2 Interesting stuff
https://www.stevenabbott.co.uk/practicalchromatography/rim.php

• Try the same app with cyclooctane
• If Vg is greater than expected, you have an IM>1
• We can have a relative IM, RIM=IMcyclooctane/IMiso-octane
• You get a large RIM because the cyclooctane has more dispersive interactions
• Pointing towards “soft” surfaces
• That’s a vague word
• But it’s indicative of something

Q3/4 How polar & acid/base is the surface?
• Measure the Vg of an interesting probe
•
•
•
•

https://www.stevenabbott.co.uk/practicalchromatography/specific.php

E.g toluene or acetone or …
Know what their retention should be on a non-interacting surface and find the difference
So go to the Specific Interactions app
Select, say, toluene
• Read that it should be 6.3
• Enter that as χT

• Then change the measured Vg

• Get an idea of the extra polar interactions

• Now do it for a good range

• Build up a picture of the interactions
• A machine with a good autosampler and good software makes this easy

• With known base or acid probes you also get acid/base

Q5 How to go beyond the 5-fold way
• We have a 5-fold understanding
•
•
•
•
•

The general surface energy and whether it’s likely to be “real” or not
The roughness via IM
Other interactions via RIM
Polar or specific interactions
Acid/Base

• It can identify differences between “identical” samples – an IGC speciality
• That’s a good start, but still removed from deeper information
• And very much infinite dilution
• We are never interested in isolated molecules at the surface
• So let’s be sure to do experiments with lots of molecules – i.e. Finite Concentration

What’s really going on
• Behind the scenes standard IGC
assumes a simple AEDF
• Adsorption Energy Dist. Function

• This is highly unlikely
• Therefore we are missing information

• We can measure the AEDF
• From the desorption curve

• In the app we create the AEDF
• Then see the desorption curve
• And the isotherm and the BET plot
• And find γ ~ 79 mJ/m²

https://www.stevenabbott.co.uk/practicalchromatography/isotherms.php

This is more like it
• Multiple sites, with high energy dominant
• The exponential effect on γD

• A measured objective heterogeneity
• More insightful than IM

• But look at the desorption curve
• It’s hard to see any difference
• That’s because the important detail is in the
long tail
• This means you need a good machine

• But this is just with a boring alkane
• Who cares about alkanes!!!

Now we’ve got formulation insights

Probe or Sample 1

• Try, say, octane, MEK and IPA
• Now we see what’s interacting
• We get surface chemistry

• Or this might be 3 sample variants
• Now we’re seeing differences in surface sites
• Maybe from mechanical damage
• Or from different processing history

• It’s hard to think of any other technique that does this

Probe or Sample 2

Probe or Sample 3

Making IGC relevant to formulators
• Admit that formulation reality is not like idealised IGC
• Admit that IGC will struggle to be fully relevant to many
formulation issues
• Use the 5-fold way to dig out more information at Infinite
Dilution
• At the very least, IGC is proven to be great at seeing differences

• But get into the habit of Finite Concentration work to start to
see what’s going on via the AEDF
• This needs good machines
• And techniques for getting information from a range of probes
• “We used alkanes because the experiments were easy to do”

Now to your questions …
• … and disagreements

